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Q19 Would Liberty Township benefit from a second interchange at Millikin
Road and I-75

Answered: 514 Skipped: 396

TOTAL 514

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 I would like to see our existing interchanges improved before starting another project. 10/5/2019 8:50 PM

2 If good urban design is completed around that intersection, people will driving for miles to visit the
community there!

10/5/2019 6:04 PM

3 It seems only you, the Trustees, seem to think it is a good idea to add even more traffic in
residential neighborhoods.

10/1/2019 2:26 PM

4 depends on cost vs benefits; not worth high cost. 9/14/2019 7:38 PM

5 As long as there are no industrial builds west of 75 9/12/2019 3:33 PM

6 This would help traffic flow and give another option. 9/11/2019 8:18 PM

7 It depends, but we need to know the intentions before any answer is realistically accepted and
quantified.

8/28/2019 10:41 PM

8 Yes. If to only help alleviate traffic at Cinday and 129 8/28/2019 8:49 AM

9 Increase to commercial and venue development 8/26/2019 10:15 AM

10 YES YES YES YES YES. I cannot stress enough...YES 8/25/2019 7:57 PM
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11 I'm in TFB. While needing access to 75 means going out of my way to am on ramp, Liberty way is
very easy to get to. I would rather see 129 extend east (not a liberty Twp issue, I know). Other
than the retail that goes with an exit, I'm not sure what it brings us. Perhaps some road widening
instead for easier transport?

8/22/2019 5:12 PM

12 Yes - but NO INDUSTRIAL development. 8/22/2019 1:42 PM

13 I'm afraid of the additional traffic that would bring across the full length of Millikin 8/22/2019 12:46 PM

14 Yes, for residential traffic only. Not for industrial development 8/22/2019 10:42 AM

15 Not yet, but if traffic build and more development occurs North of Bethany then it would be
welcomed.

8/21/2019 2:29 PM

16 Appears that other interchanges are already in proximity and this would hamper existing family
neighborhoods

8/16/2019 3:00 PM

17 Would ease congestion at other interchanged, plus allow development. 8/16/2019 2:56 PM

18 Traffic is only usually a problem during rush hours. 8/16/2019 1:23 PM

19 This would increase traffic and commute times and not include quality of life. 8/15/2019 7:43 PM

20 Already too much traffic on Millikin! 8/15/2019 3:38 PM

21 I don’t have enough information and or I would like to focus on existing issues before looking at
expanding our projects. I do think we could benefit in the distant future, but I think we would NOT
benefit by starting it now before we complete existing issues like Liberty Way exchange. Let’s not
spread our resources too thin and let’s not start several traffic related issues all at once and create
congestion all over the township. I don’t want to hit construction or infrastructure issues all over the
township. We have enough growth potential all over the township that we won’t miss out by not
adding the exchange for many years.

8/15/2019 9:43 AM
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